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BackgroundThe Food Trust of Philadelphia and the City of Philadelphia’s Department of Health established the
Philadelphia Health Corner Store Initiative (HCSI) in 2004, in effort to improve access to healthy foodswithin the city’s low-income communities. This project has successfully increased access to healthyfood items in over 600 corner stores, many of which serve as the primary source for food purchases inlow-income communities. However, little is known about purchasing trends of healthy foods since theimplementation of the initiative. While one external evaluation of the programi showed that theintervention increased availability of healthy foods in corner stores, another assessmentii suggestedthat implementation of the HCSI had no significant impact on purchasing trends.The 2013-2014 HCSI Report identifies evaluation through the distribution and use of point-of-sale(POS) systems in participating corner stores as a potential strategy for continued growth. The POSsystems may collect and compile data on purchasing trends of healthy and unhealthy goods. However,according to the City of Philadelphia’s Department of Health, these POS systems are currently installedin only five corner stores, as their implementation proved challenging and lengthy. Among thechallenges identified were financial limitations, difficulties finding interested owners, time required totrain owners, and language barriers. According to the Department of Health, a key difficulty is thatmany corner stores do not currently have fundamental technological capacities. For example, cornerstores across Philadelphia have low and inconsistent usage of electronic and/or cash registers.
ProposalhealthyM&E proposes to advise The Food Trust on the implementation of a technology solution: aneasy to use, automated system to monitor purchases made at healthy corner stores. Final selection ofthe program and technology will be informed by further discussions with The Food Trust, the City ofPhiladelphia’s Department of Public Health, corner store owners, and technology providers. Further,we have scheduled meetings with external experts involved in evaluation of the HCSI, includingacademics at the University of Pennsylvania. We have initiated a preliminary assessment of differenttechnologies that may be adapted for our proposed M&E strategy. Below is a brief example of one suchsolution.
Rollout of a low-cost, fully automated and integrated POS and inventory systemThe system will be separated into four distinct features:
1. Inventory scanning: In order for store-owners and the Food Trust to accurately monitor trends insales, they will need to start tracking items as soon as they enter the store. This step will also enableThe Food Trust to monitor compliance to Healthy Corner Store requirements (number of healthy itemsstocked). Intrakr is one possible inventory management system, through which inventory scanning isbe performed using a simple Android device or an iPhone running iOS 6 or higher. If a corner storeowner does not own either, he or she will be given a small allowance to purchase one, which may beincluded as part of the monetary incentive to join the HCSI. To scan items into the system, users simplyneed to scan the product’s barcode using the device’s camera, and upload it to the online system.
2. Point of Sales: A simple and free POS system will be used to track items sold. Square is a simple andinexpensive system. Using the same handheld, electronic device used for inventory managementdescribed above, store-owners will be able to scan credit or debit cards with a free card readerprovided by Square, or manually enter cash purchases. Square charges a 2.75% fee for each cardtransaction.
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3. Data gathering and analysis: Intrakr has seamless integration with Square, which will facilitateautomatic updating of the store’s inventory whenever a purchase is made with Square. Simple datapoints will include item quantity, cost, barcodes, information about location, as well as software-generated graphs. The Food Trust will have direct access to inventory of Healthy Corner Stores at alltimes through the Intrakr online platform. They will be able to use this data to improve their programand advise store-owners on how to improve their healthy food sales.
4. Training: In addition to providing the technology to healthy corner store-owners, we will facilitatebasic training on how to understand sales data and selling strategies to corner store owners to betterutilize the tools provided.
DiscussionThe ultimate objective of healthyM&E is to optimize the HCSI. The purchasing data collected throughour proposed system will improve the cost-effectiveness of the HCSI with regards to its two goals ofpromoting healthier choices and healthier businesses. Namely, data will reveal trends on whichhealthy products are best-selling among the corner stores. Corner store-owners may thus be advisedon which healthy items to stock in order to improve their sales and profits. Further, implementation ofan M&E system that entails inventory tracking and training may have additional benefits for themanagement of corner stores. The increased availability of popular items may also encourage andincrease consumption of these healthy foods in the low-income communities in which the majority ofthese stores are located.While healthy corner store programs have been implemented in several cities, including New YorkCity, Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, none of these programs has consistently applied monitoringsystems. healthyM&E may be adapted to such initiatives beyond Philadelphia. The data collected mayprovide further insights into generalizable and distinct trends in healthy food consumption, whichwould inform the continued development of cost-effective healthy food programs across the UnitedStates.
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